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• What causes us stress is often what we can’t control

• Don’t focus on the things you can’t control

• Start to focus on the things you CAN control

ACTION: Look at your “What’s Causing You Stress” List – and circle the ones you CAN 
control/do something about

And then note the one that’s most important to control – that could leverage more 
resilience and reduce stress? 

Eg Better Time-Management? Better socialising/networking with the right kind of 
people? Fixing your lack of separation between school/work and non-school/non-
work.

Focus on things within your circle of control (and possibly circle of influence) + 
renounce or delegate those things outside these circles. Thereby you conserve your 
“resilience batteries” by being less stressed, more often. 
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 Sleep:
 Quality not just quantity (6-8 hours): Minimise device/TV use >1 hour 

before bed; dark, temperature regulated room + bedding + next day’s top 
To Do’s out of your head and on to paper/planner.

 Nourishment:
 Regulate what you consume (food-wise): moderate calories according to 

physical demands; shoot for plant-basednutrient dense foods
 Regulate what you consume – from social media / mainstream media / 

other people too! Be mindful of information overload and excess 
negativity, doom and gloom – opt for inspiring, informative podcasts etc.

 Social Wellbeing: 
 “You are the sum of the 5 people you most hang out with” – be choosy of 

your friend, colleague and family circle; balance adequate vs excessive 
association with the right kind of people vs the wrong kind of people. 
Also remember to adequately partake in these 3 roles in your life: the 
student, the mentor, the peer/friend.
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 Fitness: 
 Physical fitness – 10K steps at least 5 times a week (start with 5K x 4 a 

week– keep an activity tracker on your watch or phone); more if you can 
– sometimes less is more (HIIT – High Intensity Interval Training). 

 Remember cognitive fitness – brain puzzles, IQ raising apps, etc. for 
mental sharpness.

*Remember to consult your medical advisor with regards to all of the above, as 
needed.
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1. Do you keep your eyes on the big picture even in challenging situations?
When you face roadblocks, remind yourself of the big-picture and realize that the 
current challenge isn’t the end of the road. Keep your eye on the ball and the goal at 
the same time.

2. Do you know your priorities and take action to achieve them?
When things don’t go as planned and you feel unsure of what to do and who you are 
- a strong personal foundation for life - based on our MVPV – our mission, vision, 
purpose and values – become our bedrock and our compass.
So getting your MVPV clear and assimilated into your DNA will help you handle 
adversities.

3. Do you have skills to help you relax and manage stress?
Whether you’re superman or superwoman, if you’re over-saturated with stress when 
challenges appear – you will face some degree of shutdown.
Having the skills to stabilise our mind and body on-demand is crucial to be able to 
bounce back from difficulties. Breathing techniques, empowered envisioning, yoga, 
more sleep - and even prayer - can all be wonderful ways to manage stress.
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4. Do you keep a positive, thrive-mindset during difficult situations?
Maintaining a positive attitude and staying equipoised during difficult situations is the 
foundation of resilience and grit – and the hallmark of conscious leadership.

Part of having this ability is being aware that – like an unwanted party gate-crasher -
challenges will arrive unannounced, and that we have a choice in how we respond to 
them. Keep reminding yourself that “challenges are opportunities to grow and learn” 
and my favourite – “a setback is a setup for come-back”!

5. Do you have a “thrive tribe” – that network of people who back you up in some 
way, when needed?
These are not times for Rambos and “lone wolves” - Support groups, mastermind 
groups or of course family – we can’t do everything on our own.
Practical, emotional, financial support and understanding are just some of the 
reasons why building your “thrive tribe” is so important for facing challenges.
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